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Buy The Book
Thanks to Mira Publishing we of-
fer you an excerpt from Favorite 
Ways to Train Your Bird Dog By 
Mark Payton SR

Since you can’t tell a book from its cover we offer you seven 
pages from this book to decide if you want to do buy the book!

Pen-Raised Game Birds
One alternative to pigeons is the use of pen-raised 

birds, and quail is the most common choice. Pigeons are 
far superior to quail when it comes to flying from your 
dog after they’ve been flushed, but if you insist on using 
quail, finding a good source of healthy, strong-flying birds 
is a must! For housing your birds, do an internet search 
for “quail pen.” Again, just make sure they have food, 
water, and shelter.

Portable Quail Pen. Note feeders (projecting thru 
the back), nipple waterers attached to the bottom of PVC  
pipe, recall funnel, and optional electronic call bird sitting 
on the roof to try to get released birds to recall to the pen 
thru the funnel.

Introducing Your Dog to Birds
Properly introducing your dog to birds is something 

that many people neglect. With most dogs, it’s a very short 
introduction requiring just a few sessions, but you have 
to read your dogs body language to see how quickly to 
proceed. Before describing how to introduce a bird, let me 
tell you how NOT to introduce a bird to your dog. Don’t 
just dizzy up a quail and throw it down on the ground 
and let your pup

“hunt” for it. Pen-raised quail are notorious for staying 
too long, and your pup just might get too close and get hit 
in the face with a wing as the bird takes off. This could be 
traumatic for some dogs causing them to not like birds. 
A bird dog must love birds! Another mistake would be to 
let the dog hunt for a bird in a launcher before the dog has 
been properly introduced to launchers. This too could be 
very traumatic for some dogs.

One easy way to introduce a pup of any age to the 
smell and feel of a bird is to have the dog on a checkcord 

and throw a freshly killed quail or pigeon for the pup. 
Whatever the pup elects to do with the bird, short of eating 
it, is fine. Let him sniff it, touch it, and if he picks it up and 
wants to run around with it, encourage him to bring it to 
you with gentle tugs on the checkcord. If it looks like he is 
trying to eat it, which is very unlikely, get to him and get 
the bird from him without getting upset or saying anything 
negative to the dog. Think how confused the dog would 
be if you threw a bird for him then immediately went over 
screaming “give it to me,” or “NO.” If he doesn’t come to 
you, don’t raise your voice or appear angry. We want this 
to be a positive experience for the PUP.

If he brings you the bird, let him hold it for a while. 
Don’t be in a hurry to take the bird from him. If he drops 
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